
Introducing the

new for 2016

 Every design  
             is a journey.



We are each  

on a journey 

seeking personal, 

professional,  

& spiritual 

inspiration from 

the environment 

around us. 

The chaotic experience of living  

in a hyperconnected world often 

makes us lose sight of the things 

that make this journey worthwhile. 

We obsess with the future, the past, 

and the unknown, rather than 

embracing the elements of beauty 

that occur at every step along life’s 

meandering path. 

The Modern Odyssey Collection™ 

from Nevamar offers an exceptional 

design palette to create spaces that 

inspire individuals and the 

environments they create. The rich 

color tones, realistic finishes, warm 

woodgrains, and eclectic abstracts 

combine contemporary aesthetics 

with an inviting sense of nature.

Whether your inspiration is derived 

from wooded trails or urban 

landscapes, the Modern Odyssey 

Collection™ is a compass for your 

journey and your guide to 

mindfulness in the “here and now.”

AT8000

Blissful Path
AY1300

Golden Years
AT7500

Penny Lane
AG1900

Urban Life
AV2100

Urban Garden
AG8000

Silver Dollar
WU0010

Outer Limits

WO1400

Bohemian Edge
WU0060

Brave Spirit
WW3100

Stout Walnut
WX4600

Whispering Wind
WH0050

Rugged Trail
WW4400

Untold Journey
WW0900

Endless Journey
AE0500

Stepping Stone

WO7100

Simplicity
WX8500

Roaring Wind
WH1000

Glistening Trail
WU0030

Kindred Spirit
WW9000

Sunbeam
WP3000

Weathered Storm
WW7800

Babbling Brook
WA3000

Tranquility



  
 

    
       


Learn more at
nevamar.com

The Nevamar  Surface Systems story

How it all  
works together:
One system.
Multiple surfaces. 
Amazing possibilities.

ThruColor™ HPL
eliminates visible 
lines along  
laminate edges on 
finished products.

HPL is a perfect 
surface for almost 
any horizontal or 
vertical application.

Pluswood® TFL 
offers cost-
effective 
design and 
performance.

FRL® Fiber 
Reinforced Laminate 
is the ideal high-
impact wall  
and door surfacing 
solution for high-
traffic environments.

Thicklam   
Thick Phenolic
provides  
unmatched strength 
for commercial 
countertops and 
partitions.

™


